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It has been a year of turbulence for metal trading market
worldwide, or the iron and steel market in particular. Such
a tough business environment and the challenges it brought
about, however, could not hamper our competitive edge in
our business. We remain one of the largest iron and steel
trading companies in the region with a total volume of
over 1.3 mil lion tonnes of goods delivered and sold
throughout the year. Nevertheless, the surge in freight
charges resulting from the volatility in petroleum prices
and China’s stringent control exercised in stages over the
issuance of import permits before its entry to WTO have
made it more difficult for our business and thus eaten into
our profit margin.

(a) Trading

It has been the practice of the Group to purchase,
according to market demands, from dozens of major
steel mills and energy suppliers in Russia, Ukraine,
Kazakhstan, South Korea and China. In most cases,
the contractual prices are set on a free-on-board
basis, and vessels are chartered by the Group’s
shipping department to deliver goods to different
target markets for completion of the sales according
to the customers’ orders. The Group will continue to
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fine tune its marketing strategy in line with the
development of the multilateral and cross border
metal trading businesses, and to diversify our product
mix, especially for high value-added products,
following our expansion into North America, Southern
Europe and Middle East markets to aim at a better
profit. As for the first quarter of 2001, the total
value of contracted sales having been performed and
pending performance has exceeded HK$800 million,
an amount that already goes beyond that of the
corresponding period last year. It is anticipated that
with the Group’s leading market position in recent
years, our trading business will be able to bring
fruitful returns this year.

(b) Warehousing

The Group engages mainly in the warehousing of
imported steel plates and billets where there are
steady demand and sales for subsequent distribution
in the PRC. It is one of the objectives in the long-
term development of the Group to tap into the high
value-added warehousing and distribution business.
During the year under review, the Group completed
the registration of a wholly-owned warehouse in
Shanghai Pudong Bonded Area, with an aim to
strengthen the direct cooperation with dozens of
specialized import agents and manufacturing
enterprises in China for the operation of bulk
warehousing businesses on a joint venture or sole
proprietorship basis. Meanwhile, we conducted a
feasibility study in collaboration with several large
domestic enterprises with strong sales network, in
setting the stage for the subsequent establishment
of a joint venture company in southern and northern
China to expand into the bonded warehousing and
logistics businesses. The directors expect that as China
gradually opens its domestic sales market to foreign
enterprises, the Group will have ample space for
development as a front runner in that business.
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The operations of Dongguan Hingwah Metals Factory
Limited, the wholly owned steel pipes processing plant of
the Group in Dongguan, China had been steady. Thanks to
the efforts of its outstanding management, improvements
have been seen in the areas of cost control, technological
advances and quality control following the award of the
ISO9002 certificate. Despite the impact brought about by
the unprecedented wide fluctuation of steel pipe prices in
the lower half of 2000, we had managed to sustain the
profit contribution of this business since it turned to a
profit-making one in 1999. Measures of improvement were
taken by way of strategically relocating our local marketing
department to our Dongguan plant, where geographically
to stay in close proximity to our market, upgrading our
after-sales service, cutting our expenses and enhancing our
operating efficiency.

In the year under review, the Group made further
investments to set up a new production line for steel pipes
in a wider diameter. This capital investment not only will
make up for the inadequacy of the existing production
facilities as well as add on to the product mix and enhance
our production capacity, it will also help reducing our
production cost owing to an improved productivity and
sales ,  thereby enhancing our competitiveness  and
profitability in the industry.

METAL
MANUFACTURING
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WORLDMETAL.COM

The on-line metal exchange, the “WorldMetal.com”, (website:
www.WorldMetal .com),  was official ly launched and
commenced operation in March 2000. For the nine months
ended 31 December 2000, WorldMetal.com has successfully
procured transactions in excess of US$400 million and
attained a breakeven. WorldMetal.com is a “one-stop” global
B2B metals trading portal and has gained the support of
over 50 renowned major industry players comprising steel
producers, international traders, suppliers, warehouses,
bankers, insurance companies, logistics and inspection
companies and law firms. The site’s platform is resultant of
collaboration between the Group’s in-house professional IT
team and veteran metal traders, leveraging upon advanced
technologies from world famous technology leaders such
as  Sun MicroSys tems ,  BroadVi s ion  and Oracle .
WorldMetal.com is designed to provide the metals industry
with a personalized and highly secure trading platform
which offers real-time market information while seamlessly
integrating a series of value chain services. The platform
aims at enhancing trading efficiency and effectiveness while
reducing costs and minimizing transaction time. In the year
2000, WorldMetal.com has enrolled quality enterprises in
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Euroasia to become its founding members and trading
members. The result is encouraging as both advertising and
ASP income are realised since 2001 in addition to its
mainstream commission income.

To expand its market share and to be well positioned in
major countries of steel and iron production and
consumption, WorldMetal.com has established joint ventures
with key metal industry players in China, South Korea and
Russia and launched three country specific metal exchange
portals, namely ChinaSteel.com.cn (www.ChinaSteel.com.cn),
SteelnMetal.com (www.SteelnMetal.com) and Rusmet.com
(www.Rusmet.com). WorldMetal.com will continue to
develop country specific portal in other major steel markets
to capture its domestic trade thereby to facilitate a synergic
and complementary relationship amongst al l  metal
exchanges.

At present, the spin-off for listing of WorldMetal Holdings
Limited on the GEM board of The Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong Limited is underway which, if successful, will manifest
a positive effect on the global reputation and expansion of
WorldMetal.com.
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(a) Development

The Yangzhou Times Square, currently the only large-
scale development project of the Group in Jiangsu,
China with a site area of 23,000 square metres and a
floor area of 68,000 square metres, is a sizeable multi-
complex in the district operated under the concept
of a “shopping mall”. It is a place to go that has all
with it: restaurants, entertainments, departmental
stores, specialty stores of brand names, car park and
indoor and outdoor concourse. The construction of
the development has been completed. The installation
of electrical and mechanical devices and the facade
is now underway followed soon by interior fitting
out works. The development is scheduled to be open
in the fourth quarter of this year.

“
”

“Shopping Mall”

PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT
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We conducted two large pre-sale activities for this
development in 2000. In these two pre-sale activities,
we sold over 300 shops covering an area of
approximately 7,000 square metres and generated a
handsome sales revenue. At present, trade talks are
underway with both local and overseas famous brand
names on leasing and selling terms so as to build up
an ideal business mix in the shopping mall. It is
planned that a further pre-sale of part of the floor
area will be conducted in 2001 and most floor area
be leased out by the end of the year. Meanwhile, we
are working out the management plan and selecting
the property management team in charge of the
shopping mall after its grand opening. The directors
believe that this project, as benefited from the
flourishing economic development in the region of
Yangtze River Delta, will be able to generate a good
investment return and a steady rental income for
the shareholders.

The Group’s sea-view residential project in Cremorne
Point of Sydney, Australia was completed in mid 2000.
Two of the luxury units were sold bringing real
contribution during the year. It is expected that all
the remaining units will be sold in 2001.

(b) Investment

The Group’s In’s Square shopping centre in Mongkok,
Hong Kong remains leased to a local agent of
renowned international brand names, generating a
steady rental income for the Group.

In’s Square


